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Paint & Trim
Smooth | Textured | Frost

HPL
Solid Color
Grade 1
HPL Code | Edge Code

Surface Trends &
Open Line Laminate
also available

Patterned
Grade 1
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Woodgrain
Grade 1

Beigewood J0G | W8
Fusion Maple J25 | W5
Finnish Oak J98 | WY
Brazilwood J0D | WE
Wild Cherry JIR | W6

Walnut J99 | WZ
Empire Mahogany J2A | W7

Woodgrain
Grade 2

Phantom Pearl J9A | E3
Phantom Ecru J9B | E4
Phantom Charcoal J9C | E5

TFL
Solid Color
Grade 1

Designer White XZH | E1
Gray XY3 | G
Graphite XY4 | E6
Black XZ4

Light Gray XZM | L
Shadow XY5 | E7
Slate Grey XZK | E2

Woodgrain
Grade 1

Beigewood XZ8 | W8
Fusion Maple XZ2 | W5
Finnish Oak XZY | WY
Brazilwood XZE | WE
Wild Cherry XZ1 | W6

Walnut XZZ | WZ
Empire Mahogany XZ3 | W7
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**Woodgrain**
Grade 2

- Phantom Pearl: XY0 | E3
- Phantom Ecru: XY1 | E4
- Phantom Charcoal: XY2 | E5

**Glazing**
3Form

- Solo Supermatte: E01
- Aqua Supermatte: E02
- Spider: E03

**Plexiglass**

- Clear: 01
- Frosted: E3A

**Tempered Glass**

- Clear: 03
- Frosted: 05

**Panel Fabric**
Grade 0

- Framework: 13 Colors
- Merge: 16 Colors

Grade 1

- Fine Point: 6 Colors
- Frost: 14 Colors
- Intermix: 10 Colors
- Meander: 4 Colors
- Netiquette: 9 Colors

- Pursuit: 8 Colors
- Switchback: 15 Colors
- Universe: 8 Colors
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Grade 2

Bird’s Eye 7 Colors
Cameo 11 Colors
Encore 4 Colors
Era 20 Colors
Metallation 9 Colors

Pact 23 Colors
Rivet 33 Colors
Tabby Weave 12 Colors
Tenor 8 Colors

Grade 3

Anchorage 42 Colors
Chicago 18 Colors
Glint 16 Colors
Kinect 16 Colors
Proverb 13 Colors

Script 13 Colors

Grade 4

BeeHave 14 Colors
Highbeams 16 Colors
Infinity 30 Colors
Intuition 14 Colors
Jane 14 Colors

Marathon 30 Colors
Millennium 30 Colors
Odyssey 30 Colors
Tradition 30 Colors
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Seating Fabric
Grade A
Approved Customer
Own Material &
Graded-In fabric
also available.

Cadence 14 Colors
Chicago 18 Colors
Dillon 30 Colors
Era 44 Colors
Gravity 31 Colors

Haven 12 Colors
Highbeams 16 Colors
Hue 31 Colors
Input 18 Colors
Jane 14 Colors

Manhattan 24 Colors
Open House 36 Colors
Perk 12 Colors
Reason 12 Colors
Rivet 33 Colors

Grade B

BeeHave 14 Colors
Canter 48 Colors
Evoke 12 Colors
Fuse 13 Colors
Intuition 14 Colors

Grade C

Current 7 Colors
Habit 7 Colors
Infinity 13 Colors
Knack 6 Colors
Marathon 30 Colors

Millennium 30 Colors
Odyssey 30 Colors
Skip 11 Colors
Syntax 15 Colors
 Tradition 30 Colors

Via 7 Colors

Seating Fabric
Grade A
Approved Customer
Own Material &
Graded-In fabric
also available.

Cadence 14 Colors
Chicago 18 Colors
Dillon 30 Colors
Era 44 Colors
Gravity 31 Colors

Haven 12 Colors
Highbeams 16 Colors
Hue 31 Colors
Input 18 Colors
Jane 14 Colors

Manhattan 24 Colors
Open House 36 Colors
Perk 12 Colors
Reason 12 Colors
Rivet 33 Colors

Grade B

BeeHave 14 Colors
Canter 48 Colors
Evoke 12 Colors
Fuse 13 Colors
Intuition 14 Colors

Grade C

Current 7 Colors
Habit 7 Colors
Infinity 13 Colors
Knack 6 Colors
Marathon 30 Colors

Millennium 30 Colors
Odyssey 30 Colors
Skip 11 Colors
Syntax 15 Colors
 Tradition 30 Colors

Via 7 Colors
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Grade D

- Beeline
  - 24 Colors

- Bravo II
  - 25 Colors

- Free
  - 7 Colors

Grade E

- Boom II
  - 8 Colors

- Cover Cloth
  - 11 Colors

Grade I

- Silica
  - 48 Colors

- Silica Leather
  - 24 Colors